
Smart Building Solutions



We now live in a connected universe.

IDC predicts the global market for IoT solutions will 
exceed $1.29 trillion by 2020. Bain suggests the 
global install base for connected devices will grow 
to more than 75 billion by 2025. What’s the impact 
today?

Gartner forecasts the ‘connected enterprise’ will 
dominate IoT spending in 2017, specifically cross-
industry solutions for costs savings in commercial and 
industrial buildings.

Can you see the bigger picture?

IoT technology will revolutionize the future of facilities 
management with a focus on smarter buildings and 
smarter business models that reduce risk and increase 
profitability.

This changes everything.
Your business model is changing.
Your role is changing.
The technology is changing.

Are you prepared?



ENTOUCH solves the IoT challenge for facilities executives providing 
one, seamlessly integrated platform to reduce energy consumption, 
lower overhead costs and extend asset life, empowering employees to 
better serve and retain customers.

Our IoT powered devices, cloud-based software and mobile application 
offers a single lens to view and analyze your entire distributed facilities 
portfolio for reduced risk and increased profitability.  Multi-site 
retailers, restaurants, healthcare and educational facilities leverage 
ENTOUCH to:

o  Reduce energy consumption
o  Increase margins
o  Extend asset life
o  Create a more satisfying customer experience
o  Make wise, timely decisions that effectively reduce expense

Gain a 360° View of Your 
Facilities Enterprise



ENTOUCH offers software, IoT powered 
devices, and expert advisory services 
as a comprehensive, 360° solution for 
optimized smart building management.

Our hosted Energy Management as a 
Service (EMaaS) model can be seamlessly 
integrated with your existing technology 
infrastructure to create immediate value 
and an attractive return on investment for 
your entire enterprise.

Capture The Bigger Picture
With Total Facilities Intelligence

W H O  W E  A R E



W H AT  W E  D O 

A Platform For 
Profitability 

“El Pollo Loco partnered 
with ENTOUCH in 

December of 2015 to 
drive energy savings 

and sustainability with 
aggressive delivery 

expectations in hopes to 
hit the ground running 

in 2016. ENTOUCH 
executed flawlessly 
on our timeline and 

successfully deployed 
phase one in only two 

weeks so that we could 
immediately begin 

tracking our return on 
investment.”  

- Daniel Milojevich

  El Pollo Loco

IoT Powered Devices

ENTOUCH’s IoT solution set enables 
multi-site companies to remotely manage 
facilities over a secure wireless network, 
supported by real-time data and instant 
notification from open standard controls 
and sensors.

Cloud-Based Software

Our fully hosted and managed cloud-based 
platform lowers capital expense, reduces 
maintenance costs and provides limitless 
scalability on a fixed subscription model.

Expert Advisory Services

Count on our turnkey installation, rapid 
deployment and dedicated account
management team to guide your journey 
to a connected enterprise every step of 
the way.

Support

Our 24/7 command center monitors 
everything – we proactively analyze your 
facility data; identify patterns, trends 
and inconsistencies; and work with your 
team to resolve HVAC, refrigeration or 
lighting issues. We also provide custom 
reporting so you can track activity anytime, 
anywhere from your smartphone, tablet or 
computer in real-time.



End-To-End Value Creation
ENTOUCH creates efficiencies across your enterprise that deliver 
value in 5 distinct ways to reduce risk and increase profitability:

360° Visibility
Leveraging easy-to-
read, sophisticated 
dashboards, your facility 
management team gains 

immediate awareness of asset 
conditions and operational costs, 
enabling them to proactively 
adjust and correct systems in
real-time.

Connectivity
Our technology 
streamlines and 
automates facility 
management by 

integrating legacy technology, 
utility billing and computerized 
maintenance management 
systems (CMMS) for a more 
unified, connected array of assets 
and resources.

Control
Smart control over your 
facilities yields reduced 
energy consumption, 
improved facility comfort 

and lower operating and capital 
expense, with fewer maintenance 
truck rolls and proactive 
maintenance to extend the life of 
your facility assets.

Analytics
Our powerful data 
processing engine 
provides rich analytic 
input to decision-

makers, allowing them to drill 
deep into the details, compare 
and contrast trends, project and 
forecast outcomes, with dedicated 
subject matter experts readily 
available to support.

Optimization
By gaining a connected, 
transparent facility 
ecosystem that 
proactively drives 

decisions and enhances control, 
you effectively create a sustainable 
environment marked by low cost, 
high efficiency, enhanced margins 
and a robust bottom-line.



Only ENTOUCH can deliver a comprehensive, 
turnkey smart building solution, connecting your 
entire enterprise for total facilities intelligence.

W H AT  M A K E S  E N T O U C H  U N I Q U E 

Our Technology
Changes the Game

Take charge of your facility ecosystem using 
ENTOUCH smart building solutions to 

enable smarter buildings, a smarter business 
model and a competitive advantage 

delivered through the IoT.

o Our easy-to-use 
solution interacts and 
connects with your facility 
infrastructure.

o Our advisory and 
support services extend 
your organization, ready 
to solve problems and 
make recommendations 
to keep you operationally 
efficient.

o Our IoT technologies 
and cloud-based 
software deliver a 360° 
view of your facility and 
equipment ecosystem 
giving you control over 
everything.

o Best yet, ENTOUCH 
can get you up and 
running fast, through 
a proven and rapid 
deployment model that 
scales conveniently to 
meet your unique needs.

EXPERIENCE 
THE ENTOUCH 

ADVANTAGE

Forward-Looking 
Technology

Rapid Deployment 

Flexible 
Architecture 

Comprehensive 
Customer Service

& Support

Analytics 
& Advisory 

Consultation



A B O U T  E N T O U C H

Founded in Richardson, Texas in 2008, ENTOUCH provides smart 
building solutions and managed services to multi-site companies 

across North America.

Our integrated, cloud-based software and technology platform, 
combined with expert advisory and 24/7 support services, render 

a 360° view of your facility ecosystem, enabling real-time decisions 
that reduce energy consumption, improve operational efficiency, 
extend asset life and create a more satisfying experience for your 

customers.
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